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The time has come to talk of …well… something… The question is what??

The best way to accomplish this is to find a topic that is interesting to you.  A topic that you are interested in and familiar with improves you ability to create the speech, and it will increase your confidence when it comes times to present it.

Try this proven formula for choosing successful speech topics:  
Lets examine your first Speech, the Icebreaker – Your objective is to talk about yourself for 3-5 mins. 3 minutes does not allow for all the aspects of your life to be discussed fully.  

From this fist central idea you can develop numerous speeches based on your own experiences.

You were asked to start with a central idea  
Yourself

Start

With

A

Central

Idea
		Family     Parents     Brothers     Sisters
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Childhood     Memory     School     Birthdays 
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Personal Achievements

Profession     First Job     Study      Where you are now					
                    Interests      Entertainment

World Events	   Medicine     Latest Discoveries     Science

Sport    Participant     Spectator   The Game   The Rules   How to Play   Scoring

This method is known as mind mapping – a graphical presentation of an idea or thought.  It is one of the easiest and most effective methods of finding a topic and presenting a speech.  Just keep building out from that Central Idea.

Still drawing a blank?
Reference Material  -  A great deal of inspiration and an unlimited amount of information is no further away than your local library and can come from Books’
Magazines, Newspapers
Sometimes all it takes is a television program, a conversation with a friend.  Even the most mundane of activities can set the stage for an inspired thought or concept.  BUT BEWARE: Once you have an idea, make sure it doesn’t get away, put it down on paper.  Keep a notepad and pen handy at all times, even if you don’t use that idea right now set up a file to be referenced for future speeches.  Now that your brain is fermenting your only problem should be 
So Many Topics, So Little Time’

